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etter to the Editor
Dear Editor

I happened to come across the article 'And That's a Rap.' and I must voice my
concern. The writer expressed his dismay at the state of hip-hop music. voicing
that the genre founded by Grand Master Flash and the Sugar Hill Gang was
'dead.' I'd like to go on the record and state that hip-hop is not dead.

As far as the music is concerned, I agree with the writer that there is a great deal
of music that essentially focuses solely on the 'Wing' element of hip-hop. But to
consider hip-hop dead would be to pay no respect to the many artists today that
are continuing in the tradition of the Sugar Hill Gang, KRS-One, and Rakim.
Artists such as Lupe Fiasco, The Roots. Common, and countless others still carry
the torch n c love as hip-hop. Maybe these artists are not on Star Io4's rotation,

and chances are von won't find them on TRL, but I promise you that if you look
around von. von will see their influence.

I applaud the editor for acknowledging hip-hop. I only say that just as black histo-
ry did not stop with Martin Luther King Jr., hip-hop is still alive. Hip-hop is not a
music genre. Hip-hop is a lifestyle that pulsates through the veins of many 'b-
boys' and 'h-girls' around the world. To put it simply. as long as I'm around, you
can trust that hip-hop is alive

Hip Hop's #1 Fan
Keith D. Moses

Happiness in absence
white noise that typically comes from
family members. It was at this point
when I decided that maybe I ought to

spend more time on campus, because I
found that I could appreciate my fami-
ly more when I wasn't with them!

Extrapolating this feeling towards
other aspects of life, I can further see
how absence can indeed make things
better. Ex-girlfriends, for instance,
make me much happier now that they
are out of my life. An absence of sick-
ness is also a light relief, especially
when I see people around me trudging
in misery in this stormy weather.
Absence of noise helps me appreciate
the silence that I so rarely hear.
Absence of school is one I think all stu-
dents can relate to. I'm not saying that
the absence of school makes me
"fonder" of it, but rather, it helps me
appreciate life in general, which allevi-
ates stress. Absence of stress, as you
can guess, is also a good thing. So try
to add a little absence in your life, and
see if maybe you can find yourself a lit-
tle happiness.

By Mike Sharkey
photography editor

Alone on campus in a moment of
silence, I realized just how much truth
can be found in the old phrase "absence
makes the heart grow fonder. -

I am a commuter, and I live with my
parents and brother at home. When the
big snowstorm came in on Tuesday
night, I found myself snowed in at
school and sleeping on a couch for the
night. Being away from my family for
even that brief while, I oddly found
myself happier, rather than homesick. I
slept better on that couch than I ever
did in my own bed. The next day. I
found that I had an extra bounce in my
step and a gleeful smile on my face. I
was able to spend time with friends on
campus and read books that I previous-
ly didn't have time for. Then, on
Wednesday, after classes, I headed back
home and was immediately barraged
with the typical chatter, bickering and
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This change of stance by the Bush
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Cancellation, Schmancellation
agreedthat the weather conditions were
horrible, but most of them lived on
campus or were commuters that lived
within five miles from campus.
However, for me and a couple of my
friends that live 20 or more miles from
campus driving safely in horrible road
conditions is quite a challenge. Opting
to not risk driving on bad road condi-
tions would be a reasonable choice, but
when that means missing classes that
have strict attendance policies, missing
class does not seem to be a reasonable
choice for me.

By Jessica Samol
copy editor

Over the past few weeks, freezing
temperatures and snowstorms have
swept the Erie area. As a commuter
student at Penn State Behrend, the
recent weather has made my commute
to class almost impossible. Slick road
conditions accompanied by white outs
have made my usual half-hour com-
mute almost an hour. On days when
the weather created severe road condi-
tions, I had many close calls to being in
a car accident. However, that did not
stop me from making it to campus to
follow the "Business as Usual" weather
policy.

Some professors are very under-
standing when it comes to commuting
in bad weather. However, there are
some professors who probably are
unaware of how far some commuters
actually drive, and being late to class is
unacceptable. Even when I leave extra
early to commute, unplowed and icy
roadways make every commute take an
inestimable amount of time.

I could not believe that class was not
cancelled on the days where weather
conditions were severe. After talking
to some of my peers in my classes, they

The only day classes were cancelled
this year at Penn State Behrend was
when there was the 1-90 pileup, and
classes were cancelled after 5.p.m. that
day. When I commute to school I usu-
ally take 1-90, and on that day, I just
missed the big accident by about 15
minutes. Since then, there have been
days when road conditions were just as
bad if not worse. It is ironic that a huge
accident created the reality that maybe
the road conditions were very bad, and
then the decision was made to finally
cancel night classes for that day. In my
opinion, the old saying "It's better to be
safe than sorry" is a pretty logical way
of thinking when having to drive in bad
weather. However, I feel making it to
class on time in whatever way it takes,
has become my daily style for commut-
ing when the road conditions are bad.
Is it safe? Probably not, but when I
need to attend class there seems to be
no other option.


